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Abstract

Multi-document summarization (MDS) is a
process of generating an informative and con-
cise summary from multiple topic-related doc-
uments. Many studies have analyzed the qual-
ity of MDS dataset or models, however no
work has been done from the perspective of
topic preservation. In this work, we fill the
gap by performing an empirical analysis on
two MDS datasets and study topic preservation
on generated summaries from 8 MDS mod-
els. Our key findings include i) Multi-News
dataset has better gold summaries compared to
Multi-XScience in terms of its topic distribu-
tion consistency and ii) Extractive approaches
perform better than abstractive approaches in
preserving topic information from source doc-
uments. We hope our findings could help de-
velop a summarization model that can generate
topic-focused summary and also give inspira-
tion to researchers in creating dataset for such
challenging task.

1 Introduction

Multi-document summarization (MDS) is a task
to produce an informative and concise summary
from multiple documents. In general, there are two
different approaches to MDS, which are extractive
and abstractive summarization (Ma et al., 2022).
Extractive summarization refers to methods that
select important sentences from input documents
and produce a summary. These methods perform
better at producing summary without grammatical
errors. On the other hand, abstractive summariza-
tion refers to methods that have the ability to gener-
ate summaries with words that do not exist in input
documents (Cui and Hu, 2021; Fabbri et al., 2019).

The development of text summarization model
has been supported by the growing amount and
quality of available dataset. The available dataset
types vary from news articles (Fabbri et al., 2019)
to scientific articles (Lu et al., 2020) and Wikipedia
abstract (Perez-Beltrachini et al., 2019). However,

information is not scarce in this era, but "valuable"
information is. Many recent work (Cui and Hu,
2021; Zou et al., 2021; Zhu et al., 2021; Perez-
Beltrachini et al., 2019) have been focusing on
generating topic-guided summaries using one-size-
fits-all dataset which are not meant for this kind of
work, making it difficult to evaluate whether the
model is performing better than "generic" model
in terms of the quality of generated topic-focused
summary. There are also work (Zhang et al., 2021;
Tejaswin et al., 2021; Xu et al., 2020) focusing on
the analysis of summarization models and datasets
but none on topic-preservation. To the best of our
knowledge, there is only one dataset (Bahrainian
et al., 2022) created for topic-guided news summa-
rization, but has been tailored for single document
summarization. Therefore, it is essential to deep
dive into current available MDS dataset, and inves-
tigate their suitability for developing topic-guided
summarization models, and the pattern of high qual-
ity summaries in order to inspire future work in text
summarization.

In this paper, we conducted several experiments
in analyzing the relevance of input and output docu-
ments in automated summarization and the pattern
of model-generated summaries. To sum up, our
contributions are two-folds: i) for MDS dataset,
we evaluated topic relation between source docu-
ments and gold summaries in widely used MDS
dataset, inspiring future work on creating high qual-
ity dataset for topic-aware summarization model;
ii) for MDS models, we investigated summaries
generated from a wide range of state-of-the-art
models in order to provide insights of how rel-
evant it is to the source documents. Our obser-
vations could inspire research directions towards
better topic-preserving MDS dataset and models.

2 Datasets and Models

In this work, we use two most commonly
used multi-document summarization dataset Multi-
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News and Multi-XScience in our experiments. We
run 8 MDS models from non-deep learning based
models to deep learning models including the re-
cent Transformer-based state–of-the-art models.
For fair comparison, training/validation and testing
for all models are performed on a high performance
computing cluster powered by NVIDIA V100.

2.1 MDS Datasets
2.1.1 Multi-News
Multi-News (Fabbri et al., 2019) is the first large-
scale dataset constructed by collecting human-
written articles which are summaries of multiple
news article sources from newser.com. This dataset
contains 44,972/5,622/5,622 instances for training,
validation, and testing. Each instance has 2 to 10
source documents per summary.

Source documents and gold summaries for
Multi-News are stored in different .txt files. In
source documents file, documents used to gener-
ate one summary are separated by a token called
"story_special_token_tag". We processed the
dataset by removing the token to separate source
document and unused words such as "<unk>" and
"<blank>" before feeding them into topic model.

2.1.2 Multi-XScience
Multi-XScience (Lu et al., 2020) is a large-scale
dataset created for extreme summarization task
which is to write related-work section of a paper
based on its abstract and the articles it references.
Information is collected from arvix.org and Mi-
crosoft Academic Graph (MAG). This dataset con-
tains 30,369/5,066/5,093 instances for training val-
idation, and testing. Each instance has 10 to 20
references as input.

Multi-XScience dataset comes in as a JSON file.
Each data instance contains a related work section
which is the gold summary, along with multiple
"ref_abstract" entries which act as source docu-
ments. The citation in the sources and targets are
replaced by a common token "@cite". We process
the dataset by storing them in a list, remove unused
words and tokens such as "@cite".

2.2 MDS Models
In order to examine model generated summary, we
generate summaries from 8 MDS models includ-
ing both extractive and abstractive models. The
overview of these models are as follows:
MMR (Goldstein and Carbonell, 1998) is an ex-
tractive approach that assigns scores to sentences

and re-rank them to obtain relevant sentences.
Textrank (Mihalcea and Tarau, 2004) produces
undirected weighted graph from input documents,
focusing on keywords to find the most relevant
sentences in text.
Lexrank (Erkan and Radev, 2004) is an extractive
method that uses graph-based method to compute
relative importance of documents.
PG (See et al., 2017) pointer-generator model ex-
tends the standard seq2seq framework with copy
and coverage mechanism.
Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017) captures
cross-document relationships via attention
mechanism.
CopyTransformer (Gehrmann et al., 2018) ran-
domly chooses one of the attention heads of
Transformer as the copy distribution.
Hi-Map (Fabbri et al., 2019) adapts a pointer-
generator model with MMR to compute weights
over multiple documents inputs.
SummPip (Zhao et al., 2020) converts documents
to sentence graph, apply spectral clustering to ob-
tain clusters of sentences.

3 Methods and Results

We compare and analyze topic-related patterns of
source document, gold summaries (provided in
MDS benchmark datasets), and the generated sum-
maries (from 8 MDS models). Guided by topic
modelling research, we adopt the topic related eval-
uation metrics in this work. We specifically study
i) topic coherence, to identify the best settings;
ii) number of documents in each topic, to study
the overall topic distribution; iii) distances among
topic distributions of summaries, to examine the
document-level patterns; iv) topic words correla-
tions in summaries, to analyze the word-level pat-
terns.

3.1 Latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA)

Latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) is a generative
probabilistic topic model for which each document
is represented as a random mixture of latent topics
and each topic is represented as a distribution over
fixed set of words (Onan et al., 2016). It aims to
identify underlying latent topic structure based on
observed data (Blei et al., 2003).

We make good use of information obtained from
a LDA based topic model, which are topic dis-
tribution and word vector for each topic. Topic
distribution is a vector contains N elements, where
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N is number of topics. Each value represents the
probability of a document falls into topic group n.
Word vector shows the weight for each word in a
topic:

doci : [wtp1, wtp2, ..., wtpN ]

tpj : [wwd1, wwd2, ..., wwdM ], j ∈ [1, N ]
(1)

where wtpj is the probability of the j-th topic in the
i-th document, wwdq is the probability of q-th word
in j-th topic, M is the number of words to describe
a topic. Both N and M are hyper-parameters.

We apply LDA topic modelling on the corpus
containing all the source documents, gold sum-
maries and generated summaries as they are in the
same topic distribution space and we want to ob-
serve the topic patterns within.

3.2 Topic Coherence
Topic coherence is a qualitative measurement to
measure the quality of topic modelling (Newman
et al., 2010). The underlying idea is rooted in the
distributional hypothesis of linguistics that consider
words with similar meanings tend to occur in the
similar contexts (Harris, 1954). If a topic’s top K
words have related meanings, the topic is consid-
ered to be coherent (Syed and Spruit, 2017).

In this study, we use topic coherence score to
identify the best hyper-parameter settings for the
topic model LDA, and use this setting for follow-up
experiments. Particularly, we adopt the coherence
measure proposed by Röder et al. (2015) (known
as UMass-coherence) which is calculated based on
co-occurrences of word pairs as follows:

CUMass(T ) =

M∑
m=2

m−1∑
l=1

log
p(wm, wl) +

1
|D|

p(wl)

(2)
where p(wm, wl) denotes the probability of the co-
occurrence of words wm and wl in the corpus D.
It is computed as the ratio of number of documents
containing both words wm and wl and the total
number of documents in D. M is the length of the
word list.

Another commonly used topic coherence score
is Cv score, which creates content vectors of words
using word co-occurences and calculates the score
using normalized pointwise mutual information
(PMI) and cosine similarity.

We obtain topic distribution and word vector
for each topic on both dataset, Multi-News and
Multi-XScience from LDA. Then we identify the
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Figure 1: Topic coherence score for Multi-News and
Multi-XScience datasets. The bar chart represents Cv

score while line chart represents umass score.

best topic coherence score for these two datasets in
order to get the best topical setting. We compute
the two types of coherence scores, namely u_mass
and Cv score as discussed previously. The number
of topics is set to 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 and 30. From the
results shown in Figure 1, we observe that when the
number of topics is 25, Multi-News dataset shows
the highest coherence score. For Multi-XScience
dataset, 5 topics achieves best coherence. We use
these settings for the follow-up experiments.

3.3 Analyzing number of documents per topic

To discover the overall topic distribution of the
dataset, we perform K-Means clustering on the
topic distribution obtained from LDA model. We
notice that in Figure 2a and 2b, Multi-News source
documents are "heavy" in topic 9 while its gold doc-
uments mostly fall into topic 1, 2, 3, 8 and 12. For
Multi-XScience, although it does not show domi-
nation by any topic, we can still see from Figure 2c
and 2d that source documents and gold summaries
do not follow the same topic distribution.

3.4 Distances of Topic Distributions

We measure the distances of document-topic distri-
butions of source documents, gold summaries and
the generated summaries, aiming to find document-
level topical correlations.
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Figure 2: Number of Documents per Topic for Multi-News and Multi-XScience.
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Figure 3: KL score for MultiNews and Multi-XScience.
The first two bars shows the KL score between source
documents and gold summaries. The rest of the bars
show KL score between source documents and gener-
ated summaries as labeled.

We adopt Kullback-Leibler (KL) Divergence
measure as the distance function. KL-divergence
is a way to quantify the distances between two
probability distributions (Shlens, 2014). Given two
probability distribution density functions (PDFs),
p and q, their KL divergence score, denoted as
KL(p ∥ q), is defined as :

KL(p ∥ q) =

∫ +∞

−∞
p(x) log

p(x)

q(x)
dx (3)

As we are focusing on multi-document sum-
marization, the relationship between source docu-
ment and summary is many to one. We first calcu-
late the average topic distribution over all source
documents, then compute KL divergence between
source document and summary.

We present the document-level distances be-
tween source documents and summaries (gold and
generated) in Figure 3. We can see that extractive
models such as Lexrank, MMR, SummPip and Tex-
trank tend to produce a summary where its topic

distribution is closer to the source documents. On
the other hand, the abstractive models which have
proven to achieve higher ROUGE score, failed to
produce a summary that is topic-relevant to the
source documents. Transformer, one of the most
popular trends in summarization has the highest
KL score on both dataset which means summaries
produced from this model are often "off-topic" in a
sense that it fails to capture the underlying topic.

We also observe that Multi-News dataset pro-
vides gold summary that preserves topic informa-
tion better than Multi-XScience. Overall, Multi-
News has lower KL score in both gold and gener-
ated summaries compared to Multi-XScience.

3.5 Topic Words Correlation

As we want to explore the correlation between
source documents and summaries, along with gold
and model generated summaries, we compute a
new weight of each word in a document by mul-
tiplying topic weight by word matrix for each
topic. The resulting vector shows the weight for
each word in a document. For example, the q-th
word in the j-th topic of document i has weight
wtpj ∗ wwdq. Then we consider the correlation of
words in two document as the euclidean distance
of their weights.

We obtain the words’ weights in a document
by using their topical probabilities. We depict
the word correlations between source documents,
gold summaries and summaries generated from
SummPip and Transformer in a heatmap. We se-
lected SummPip and Transformer because they
have the lowest and highest KL score respectively.

For visualisation purpose, we picked top-10
words from a topic and computed euclidean dis-
tance of each word in two vectors. If two docu-
ments are highly correlated,the heatmap will have
a straight line from top left to bottom right.

From Figure 4, we can see that the result we
obtain is very far away from best case scenario.
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(a) Multi-News (Gold) (b) Multi-News (SummPip) (c) Multi-News (Transformer)

(d) Multi-XScience (Gold) (e) Multi-XScience (SummPip) (f) Multi-XScience (Transformer)

Figure 4: Word-level correlation for source documents and summaries for Multi-News and Multi-XScience dataset.
We randomly select a topic and visualise the correlation between source documents and summaries with top-10
words for that topic. The higher the correlation, the darker the square is.

Instead, the words sparse across many different
topics and are inconsistent. This means a model
generated summary might be discussing about a
very different topic than those in source documents.

4 Discussions

Our studies and observations raise the following
questions that we believe need to be considered in
the MDS research:

Is extractive MDS model better than abstrac-
tive MDS model in preserving topics? From re-
sults in Section 3.4, we find that in terms of topic
preservation, extractive models work better than
abstractive models. This could due to the "extract"
nature of the former which shares the same vocab-
ulary as the source document, resulting in higher
word correlation between source documents and
summaries. Future work could focus on analyzing
word semantic similarities instead of relying on
topic distribution similarities only as abstractive
models use words that are different from source
documents to generate a summary. To improve the
topic preservation of abstractive models, we could
consider select semantically similar words to the
words in the source document during generation.

Whether gold summary follows source docu-
ments’ topic distribution? From Section 3.4 we
also find Multi-News’s gold summaries topic distri-
bution are well aligned with the topic distributions
in its source document, however Multi-XScience
does not perform well in this regard.This analy-
sis could inspire future MDS dataset contributors
to take topic preservation into consideration when
preparing gold summaries such that source docu-
ments and gold summaries have similar topic dis-
tribution.

Whether the number of documents are simi-
lar across all topics? Dataset that is "heavy" on
one topic can disadvantage summarization models
in training as the vocabulary might be dominated
by a specific topic causing topic information for
other topics with less instances being discarded or
normalised. This can be seen in Figure 2 where the
document count per topic for source documents and
gold summaries are inconsistent. Future dataset cre-
ation should focus on the topic distribution among
all documents in data collected to make sure that
the generation model captures equal information
from all topics.
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5 Conclusion and Future Work

In conclusion, we have systemically and empiri-
cally analyzed two popular multi-document sum-
marization datasets and summaries generated from
a variety of state-of-the-art summarization models.
Our analysis over 100,000 documents reveals that
source documents, gold summaries and model gen-
erated summaries are rarely topic coherent which
cause the summary to be less informative for some
usages. This analysis also lead to some inspiration
and suggestions in creating better summarization
models and dataset for real world application.
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